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A Single Number Can’t Hedge Against
Economic Catastrophes
Mathematics and statistics have trans
formed day-to-day trading in the world’s
financial markets. This has led to new ways
to reduce (or “hedge”) risks, which provide
an important service to society, but also a
temptation to very big gambles, with a po
tential for extreme losses. This paper dis
cusses some of the ways statistics and
mathematics can be used to understand and
protect against very large, “catastrophic”
financial risks. We argue that means don’t
mean anything for catastrophic risk, that
separate large financial risks often are better
handled by separate companies, and that
the mathematical aspects of risk can’t be
summarized into one number. We also be
lieve that there is a large potential for im
proved risk management in financial insti
tutions, where extreme value theory, a spe
ciality of the present authors, may be a
useful tool. Improvements, however, will not
come for free, but require long and hard
work, where mathematics is only one part
of the total effort.

Figure 1. Long-term sickness? Reprinted from the Economist (3), with permission of
the artist, D. Simmonds.

INTRODUCTION
On 23 September 1998. a consortium of banks and investment
firms decided to spend USD 3.65 billion to rescue the Connecti
cut based hedgefund LTCM, Long Term Capital Management.
The consortium included the Union Bank of Switzerland, which
chipped in USD 300 million, and may have lost more than USI)
650 mill, through direct dealings with LTCM. and investment
giants Merrill Lynch. J.P. Morgan and Goldman Sachs. and the
decisions were presumably taken under heavy pr ssure from the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
LTCM had started in 1994 and used extensive compLiter mod
11 ing and sophisticated “hedging” strategies to trade in finan
cial derivati e. It had produced spectacular profits. 43’f in 1995
and 41 (f in 1996, and investors were lining up to he allowed to
enter. The fund had almost completely free hands to invest as it
chose ss thout even insight from ins esters (or the puhhe) and
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LTCM traded in a ide range of derivatives and other finan
cial instruments. Derivatives perform a very important service
by providing companies and individuals with protection against
future changes in prices and exchange rates. Often the risks in
trading ith individual derivatives are small, and the possible
gains are correspondingly small. Hedgefunds. nevertheless.
sometmes are able to make spectacular gains by investing not
only their own capital. but also borrowed capital—LTCM had
borrowed more than 50 times its own capital. Such borrowing.
to get increased ‘leverage”, is common, hut the size of LTCM’s
leverage s’. as not. However. horro\\ ing doesn’t onlr increase the
site of possible gains, risks also become much larger. LTCM.
as other hedgelnnds, was betting on temporary disparities in the
prices of related assets. This time a main factor simply was playing the. 4
d spread between the ruble—dominated t ussian Treas—
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Figure 2. The distribution of total gain in two bets with the same mean.

In the aliermath. headlines like “( you devise surefire ways
A much discussed measure of financial risk is VaR. Value
to beat the markets? The rocket scientists thought they could.
at Risk. defined as the p th cuantile oft/ic thstribution oft/ic jio.s
Boy were they wrong (I. Busines.s Weds) appeared. However.
sib/c loss. The so—called BasIc accord (7, 8) proposed that capi
later on the article also says “In a sense, may be the problem
tal reqLnrement for indi idual trading desks should be set as fol
ss asn’t too much rocket science hut too little”. In the quotes. lows. VaR for the profit/loss for for the next I () days and p =
“rocket science” means mathematical modelling, hut al \O all Lides
based on a historical ohser ation period of at least I year
I
to the substantial number of universil\ ph sicists employed hy
m220 days] of data. should be computed and then multiplied by
the financial industry in recent years.
3. Here the “safety’ factor” 3 is because it. was realized that the
Other papers. among the 6 presented in this issue of Amhio. commonly used normal distribution is unrealistic, and that 221)
deal with risks which pose direci threats to health and lifa. Fi days history is altogether too little. This is well documented by
nancial crises could he shrugged off with “it’s only money”. risk managers and regulators through hacktesting procedures,
However, in reality they make our entire society poorer, and may which are regularly performed: see e.g. Oxerbeck and Stahl (9).
in the final analysis pose more serious threats to health and life
The philosophy is that it is OK to take small enough risks even
than technical or natural disasters.
though they in the end (but hopefully only after a long while)
LTCM is not the first financial disaster, but one in a very long
by Paul l.e y’s zero-one law ill end in a catastrophe. Indeed
row icf. Table It. and not the last one either. In this article we this is both right and ine itable. It is still useful to try to under
discuss relations between mathematics and statistics and the pnlc— stand the consequences. Rather recent mathematics gie a quite
tical problems of risk management in financial institutions, with precise guide sec e.g. Leadbetter et al. ( 10) and Embrechts et
a hope to indicate sonic ways that mathematics can be useful.
al. (II)).
and when ii can’t. and lo gixe examples of the interesting inter
play between mathematics and the real world Our main asser
Compound Poisson Limit Theorem: Let the probability that
tions are that risk is complex and cannot be summarized into a large loss happens tomorrow be p’/ each day, and assume
one number. and that society isn’t als a s better served by hav large losses occur in sinai! ciuster.s of mean length 1. Then the
ing cry large enterprises handling big risks. The first assertion prohcmhihitv that at least one large los.s o((nrs iii a period 0! J
is accepted practice in many areas of risk analy sms. and also of
days i.s I expi T
i/h.
1
ten understood by people in the financial industry. Still, in our
belief, it is poorl reflected in current practise and regulation.
Suppose one each day computes a VaR cormectly and sets aside
The second one, we think is much less understood, both pract
enough money to sawer \ aR. E. g. using the BasIc “VaR” might
callv and mathematically
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CATASTROPHES DO HAPPEN
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MEANS DON’T MEAN ANYTHING
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ing errors) the same mean, 365 x 0.5 in both situations, and for the axioms either. Our arguments are illustrated by examples.
some of them taken from Art/ncr et al. (14).
Bet I the distribution is nicek concentrated around the mean
.\mong the axioms considered as the most important ones in
I 82.5 Fig. 2. Howe er. the second strategy xs ill lead to a x er
Artzner et al. ( 1-0 are. for gixen risks .V and }‘
different conclusion, either one loses 272 or mucht more, xx hich
happens xx ith probability 42/ or xx ins 730 xx Oh prohahilit\ 58.
Axiom 1. Monotonieity : !/X < Y, then RX) R( Y).
Clearly. for Bet 2 the mean provides xer little information. It
This is definitely, what you expect from a risk measure, that it
is this situation which is the typical one 6cr large-scale finan
assigns a higher number to a bigger risk.
cial risk.
As illustrated by a variant of the celebrated Saint Petersburg
Axiom 2. Translation mx ariance: R.\’ + a = R(,V(—a
paradox, risk ma not even hax e a finite mean. Assume ou are
If you add some real money, then the risk should decrease by
in a casino and pla roulette. xx here red and black both hax e
the same amount.
probabi1it 1/2 i.e. there is no t) or (80 .N ow ‘ou alxx a s pla
“red’’ according to the tollow ing rule until the first time “red’’
Axiom 3. Positive homogeneity: RHX) tR(X) fin anx posi
happens: The first time you set S2 and win 82, if “red” comes
tive real number t.
up, if not you lose your stake. If this happens. next time \ou
If you buy the same risk twice, this should simply double your
double your bet. i.e. 84, next time 88, etc. This means that at
risk.
What
i the
the n—th bet ou may win 82 xx ith a prohahi1it 2
2 2
result of the game’/ ‘our mean gain is
Axiom 4. Suhadditix it’, : R( .V + 1) R(.Y, + I?( I)
Thus, tioni the iexx of the casino. the mean loss is infinite. How
A big portfolio of different risks dix em’sifies risk: although one
ever, this is not a w orr for real casinos xx hi) do not hax e int’i—
asset may haxe a negatixe return, there may he assets to
nitel rich customers.
compensate for this,
‘<cry
A
widely
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he
may
they
quite
Exen if means exist,
used model (the Pareto model) intended to capture catastrophic
If a risk measure R satisfies these tour axioms, then it is called
heha mr is that the risk of a loss which exceeds the (extreme)
risk inca cure. The conclusion of Am’tzner et til. ( 14t
coherent
a
lex el x has probability cc for some parameters c. a. Then the
result, which in its present x ersion requires some
the
folloxving
is
for
infinite
hut
I,
than
larger
is
parameter
a
if
the
mean is finite
I How cx er, for a > I hut close to I quite similar models additional conditions.
a
may have very different means, This is illustrated in Figure 3.
The Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, Heath theorem: All coherent
which shows two Pareto distributions which are ‘<cry similar in
measures may he obtained as mean,s of “generaliced see
risk
10.
by
a
factor
about
differ
deed, hut where the means
Hence, for catastrophic risk, means don’t mean any thing. Of nario.s
A generalized scenario is a set of posssihle outcomes. xvith
course, this is not a new ohserx anon, hut tie’, ertheless often for
probabilities. The mathematical formulation is given by
attached
solely
by
gotten, At a time when financial risk was measured
measures P. Then, in foi’iulis..for a risk X.
pi’obability
set
of
a
cen
18th
in
the
Gauss
suggested
by
as
error
the mean squiu’e
tury (Gauss used the method in astronomy. where measurements
R(X) = sup{Ep(X)IP e P}
can be repeated many times, a situation where means make
sense), Nobel Prize winner Harry Markowitz (12) proposed the
so-called sernix arianee. where only one-sided deviations above is a cohei’ent risk measure.
For example. for P. which only contains one pi’ohahility meas
a certain target x alue were considered. Fishburn (13) general
ized this to so—called partial moments, which in present day ter— rue P the mean satisfies Axioms 1—4 and is hence a coherent
minolog are conditional moments. They are based on the un risk measure. On the other hand. the more scenarios are consid
derstanding that big losses should he measured by quantities re ered, the more conser’, ative (ic. larger) is the risk measure ob
lated to high quantiles. such as, in the technical jargon of the tained.
area, expected target shortfall, target
sernix ariance and peihaps target semiskewness. All these measures concentrate
Figure 3. The probability of a loss larger than x, for two different Pareto distributions,
on the probability- and conditional means
with c 0.105, a 1.1 and c 0.99, a 1.01. The two distributions have means 1.2 and 10,
of high exceedances.
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AN AXIOMATIC APPROACH
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Will the supremum oxer all possible probability measures P
e P. i.e. oer all possible scenarios provide the correct measure
of risk Een if it does, it may be ver difficult to think up all
relevant scenarios br our specific risk. To gi e an example.
sources sa that LTCM worst case scenario was onl\ about 60
as had as the one that actual1 occurred ( I).
One conclusion in Ariiner et al. t 14) which we don’t agreec
w ith ) is that VaR is not a good risk measure, since it sometimes
can s iolate the suhadditivit required by Axiom 4. An example
of a risk measure which comes from a generaliied scenario and
at the same time is one of Fishhurn’s high quintile risk incas—
ures is the expected shortfall with target VaR:

R(X)

=

E(XIX <Var(X)).

Ii fits into the ahos e frame ork of the theorem by choosing
the set, and hence is a coherent risk measure.

P

=

{P’)=Pt’t):A
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BIG ISN’T ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL
A standard useful way to reduce (ordinary) risks is to di crsify
In the axiomatic theory of Art/ncr et al. (14) this is translated
into Axiom 4, which says “big is beautiful”. In this section we
argue that for reallx catastrophic risks the opposite may olten
be the truth.
Again we first consider an example where a firm has a choice
between two propositions, or “bets”, both with 7ero mean gain.
In Bet 1 the firm gains 1 with probahi1it’ 0.99 and loses 99 with
probability 0.01 (and then is ruined>. Bet 2 simply consists of
two independent bets of the same kind, which means that the
gain is 2 with probability 0.992 0.98 and that 99 or more is
lost if at least one of the bets fails, which happens with prob
ability approximately equal to 0.02. The probability of ruin is
doubled in the second situation.
Next, let us again consider the Pareto model: the probability
that the risk X exceeds a high level x is modelled by P(X> ..) =
cx so that the mean is finite for a > I, hut infinite for a
I
Assume we have two independent Pareto risks, e.g. two hedge
fonds, oil platforms or tankers. The subadditis ity axiom suggests
that a portfolio of two risks in one company always is prefer
able to having these risks in two different companies.
A mathematical property of two such Pareto risks .V and I is
that, if independent and added. then, for large values x.
P(X+Y>s)P(X>v)+P(Y>x),
i.e. the prohahilita that the two risks together exceed some alue
is approximately equal to the sum of the probabilities that the
first risk is bigger than x and the probablits that the second risk
is higer than
It we take the p quantile as a iisk measure
then RX
\ aR .\.p is cis e h that ulue x uctt rha
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Checking \xioms 1 4 we see that Axioms 1 3 irc sitisticd
in fact,they are satisfied for \ aR in general. independent of the
model for \. Axiom 4 is more prohlernalk

Axiom 4. For instance for c — I and a = 1/2 we obtain VaR(X
+ Y.p) - 2(VaR(X.pt + VaR( Ypfl and for c = I and a = 1/4 we
ha\ e that VaR.V + ).p> S s aRt Vp> + \ aRi .p . Further nu
merical illustration is gisen m Table 2. The same picture ss ould
emerge if other yalues of p were considered, or indeed for the
entire loss distribution function.
In practical terms. this means that far Pareto risks with a < I
as crall risk is increased more than proporiionall by taking on
two independent risks. This might happen if an insurance com
pana admits two oil platfoi ins fn on completely different parts
of the world into its portfolio.
These examples argue against the general usefulness of the
subadditis ity \xiom (15). In Artiner et il. (14) the authors claim
that it is a natural requirement that “a merger does not create
extra risk”. They support their statement ha some examples:
h If a finn were farced to meet a requirement of e.\tra capital.
w hieh did not satisfy this propert . the firm might he moti—
ated to break up into two separately incorporated affiliates,
ii) Bankruptcy risk inclines societa to require less capital from
a group ss ithout “firew ills” between various business units
than it does require w hen one “unit” is protected from li
ability attached to failure of another ‘‘unit”.
iii) Suppose that two desks in a firm compute in a decentral
iied was the measures I?(X) and R( Y) of the risks they has e
taken. If the tunction R is suhadditive, the supervisor of the
two desks can count on the fact that R(.V) + R( I) is a feasi
ble guarantee relatixe to the global risk X + I.
We believe that these arguments are wrong for catastrophic
business risk. The arguments for i and iii) seem to he that it
would be consenient for firms and supers isors if risk actually
behaves according to Axiom 4. However, what is convenient and
what is true isn’t necessarily the same.
In the past. we have experienced dangers of bankruptcy with
Baring’s Bank. Metallgesellschaft. LTCM, and many others. If
each such big risk is taken on by a different company, then if
the catastrophe actually occurs only one of the companies is in
the risk zone. Thinking of the economic and social consequences
of the bankruptcy of a very large firm this may often be prefer
able. Moreover, whereas the bankruptcy of a s cry large firm is
politically intolerable, so that the taxpayer has to come to the
rescue, a smaller firm may well disappear from the market, in
particular. if it becomes oh\ ions that it has failed to set up a
proper i’isk management.
The claim ii> goes against long experience in the insurance
industry of the desirability of firewalls between different parts
of the businesses of handling risk
On a more technical level we has e learned abos e that the VaR
s iolates the suhadditis ity axiom of Section 4 ahos e. This has
also been indicated in Artiner et il. (14. Does this mean that
one should abandon VaR completely
t Ve instead heli ‘s’.. that
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Figure 4, DAX
closing prices
during 29,8.95—
26.8.96 (250 data
points in total).
The correspond
ing differences,
which are the
daily price
changes, are
plotted in the
right-hand graph.
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essaril beautiful. Hos ever, our main disagreement with Artzner
et al. (14) is the basic underlying assumption that all (mathemati
cal) aspects of risk can be measured hr a single number. We sim
ply don’t heliex e that this can he done in a useful war
As an illustration of calculations we consider a Pareto model
for a real example. (A similar analysis in an insurance context
may be found in Rootzén and Tajsidi (loll. The use of Pareto
models is not an ad hoc idea. but based on a mathematical theory
for the extreme values and on considerable practical testing: see
Leadbetter et at. (10) or Embrechts et al. 111) for mathematical
and statistical background. Mathematical thinking compensates
the unavoidable dra back of little empirical experience from
extremes (only the largest losses of the sample are responsible
for the extreme risk) by a plausible model. In particular it pro
vides ways to extrapolate beyond the data at hand, ss hich is re
quired of any realistic way of treating rare and extreme events.
it is a completely constant experience—and in accordance with
the Paul Levy zero one la that sooner or later risks exceeding
any past risk do occur.
The example is built on the DAX (German share index) data
of Figure 4. The investor has to ss orrr about losses. which are
here the negatise daily price changes. The estimated VaR is
based on the so—called peak’ over threshold method; see
Embrechts et at. (II. Chapter 6) The data are not catastrophic
in our sense, but might ha e been, at higher aggregation levels
and longer time horizons. Table 3 presents the calculation of VaR
for different percentages p and 2 different time horizons. The
I ()—dar VaR corresponds to the regulator requirement. v hich is
hased on the idea that resers es should he built to cm er losses
r a rime hoi iion needed to rest t uuuro a port)ol io This c ‘aim
pie has been treated m dctail in Eirtmcr ct ci (1
hx hL dai
(h’ i°u i (‘Oims at thai the mc p id o ci
ant dOd that
hci 1 to eJects d’s teal \tFC1’,
,:cht h h
he possthilits ci tutifli, struetw -ii chanes teas mlii t)ic. u’.ewi
‘ess of historical data Hossevet a’ for othei risk measures, these
difficulties mar at least to sonic extent. he dealt with by using
“scenarios”. ‘5 aks like those of 1 able 3 in our opinion gis e a
clear and useful measure of risk, and, if needed, a good basis
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10. This gives VaRji°, it) days) 94.55 which is much larger
than our estimate VaR(pht, 10 days) = 65.79. A bank trying to
fit the proper niodel of a Pareto distribution to the daily data and
then use the scaling constant to get the I 0—dar VaR would es en
f-. 10 days) = 135.53 giving a consersative upper
5
get VaR(p
bound for VaRp/, 10 days). This has been pointed out by Stahl
(18) and Danielsson et al. (19).

MARKETS CAN BE MADE SAFER
The Black-Scholes theory of option pricing and its descendants
have transformed trading in financial i’isk. The importance is hard
to overestimate. Howeser. its main concern is with individual
risks from a micro-perspective and it has little to say about risk
on a macro scale, where bankruptcy of major firms may he at
stake. The present paper is aimed at the latter kind of risks. Our
main assei’tions are that
—means don’t mean anything for catastrophic risks;
—catastrophic financial risks don’t become smaller if collected
in one big company and, the most i nportant one:
a single number can’t capture all the different aspects of cata
strophic financial risk.
To elaborate on the last part, the final comprehensive picture
of financial risk would he to have the joint distributions of the
possible losses at man different les els of aggregation and time
horizons. ‘l’his is nes er completely possible. Howeser. condensed
versions, like Table 3 above, and much more sophisticated fu
ture versions. based on data analsis. theoretical reasoning and
anals sis of alternatis c scenarios. are qtnte feasible, and in our
heltef is ill he s en uselui.
methodology for (‘a inc ci
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Table 3 Calculation of the Value at-Risk for different
pece9tages a”d me horizons

Figure 5. Comparison of different
5%-quantile estimates, with fitted
normal density and generalized
Pareto density in the left tall
region.
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This theory is specifically aimed at modelling and anakting rare
and extreme events, such as those involved in catastrophic f
nancial risk. However, much research remains to be done, e.g.
in development of better methods for multis ariate and depend
ent situations, in understanding the effect of different levels of
aggregation and in adapting the methods to the specifics of fi
nancial risk.
In the previous sections. we tried to illustrate ho mathemat
ics and statistics are put to work in a practical situation. One face
is general theory founded on theorems and axioms as a means
to bring understanding to a complex and bewildering reality. The
other face, and often the most important one, is statistical analy
sis of data and computer modelling to understand the detailed
aspects of the problem.
Both general mathematics and detailed statistical modelling
involve dangers: Improperly understood or inappropriate theory
may become a straightjacket rather than liberator for clear
thought, and statistics instead of giving understanding and de
tailed knowledge can drown in a flood nf formulas and num
hers and may put you at the mercy of complex and dubious com
puter programs. There are no automatic benefits from using
mathematics and statistics in financial risk management. How
ever. careful, thoughtful and persistent work on improvement of
procedures and methods will make risks less risky.
It is important to understand that catastrophic risk always in
volves an element of gambling. What mathematics can do is to
help find the odds of the gamble. Whether to gamble or not is
outside the realm of mathematics.
Quantitatise measures, of course. are only part ot the man
adement of financial risk. Good prncedure and vs stemafle s\ a’ a
o ontaining and r ducing i isk aic 01 central nnportanLc. Snut
1 risk handling rroblan porn cat nnu
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systcnis. such as the orld telephone netosork I he systematic
approaches des eloped in reliability theory to manage risks hase
a large potential for reducing lnancial risk. Esamples of ‘Such
methods are F\IEA IFailure Mode and Effects Anal sisi. a s a—
tematic approach to detectine risks hefort. tho s havc occurred
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